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Welcome
FROM THE CEO

The global pandemic has given the whole world a
truly shared experience. Together we have been
given a glimpse into what it means to have our
most essential needs threatened.

social isolation that surrounds them.

We saw the fear of disrupted food supplies in the
panic buying brought on by even the idea of empty
shelves.

In partnership with you, we have the incredible joy
of meeting these essential physical and spiritual
needs. Together we have the privilege of partnering
with communities and organisations to deliver
services that allow people to survive and then
thrive.

We felt unsettled - particularly in the early stages of
the pandemic - at the idea that our medical
systems might be overrun. We’ve never before had
to contemplate the consequences of not having
access to medical care.

We do this because we are spurred on by God’s
love for His creation and His desire to see each
human given the dignity and worth that they
deserve. For He is the great carer of our essential
needs - both spiritual and physical.

We’ve seen, some of us first-hand, the despair that
loss of income - and then the loss of housing - can
create in families.

As you read this issue of Flying for Life, may you be
encouraged in your partnership with us in His
essential mission:

And over and above these physical experiences,
we’ve had a taste of the impact that isolation can
have on mental, spiritual and emotional health.

“For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I
was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was
a stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes and
you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I
was in prison and you came to visit me...‘Truly I tell
you, whatever you did for one of the least of these
brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’’
- Matthew 25:35-40

Of course here in Australia, we have been fortunate
to have only mildly experienced this. Nevertheless,
it has given us the benefit of understanding - even
a little more - what it means for something to be
essential.

Thank you and God bless,
The language of essential services and essential
workers has come to the forefront in our Australian
community. But for the many thousands of people
that we serve day in and day out - scattered across
some of the most remote places on earth - this
concept of access to essential services is not new.
Many of these people live with the constant threat
to their health, their income, their food supply and
their development, simply because of where they
were born - and because of the geographical or
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Ian McDougall
CEO, MAF Australia

Thank you!
Over $230,000 AUD raised towards the upgrade
of our aircraft in PNG
Last year we asked you to partner with us in funding an important avionics upgrade for our aircraft in PNG.
We begin this new year with the incredible news that through your generosity we have exceeded our
target, raising over $230,000 AUD towards this upgrade!
Because of your support, we will shortly be able to commence these upgrades, ensuring the ongoing
safety and reliability of our flights. Importantly, these upgrades will allow us to continue flying hope into
some of PNG’s most vulnerable communities. Thank you!
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The Caritas Australia team preparing to board a MAF flight.

Basic needs
ESSENTIAL SERVICES

For millions of people around the world, accessing basics like food and fresh water is a daily
challenge, simply because of where they live.
In partnership with over 2000 partner organisations, MAF is able to help meet the basic needs of life,
empowering and facilitating long-term change in some of the world’s most isolated communities.
Story and photos by Caritas Australia • Edited by Divyan Ahimaz
While COVID-19 has not left anyone unaffected, the pandemic
has had particularly devastating effects in poor communities who
rely on support from foreign governments and agencies. Travel
bans, economic downturn and, of course, the spread of the deadly
virus have made the already difficult work of providing essential
services like clean water for remote communities even harder.
Thankfully amidst this, MAF has been able to use its unique
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resources to ensure that those in greatest need can still access
the support they require.

Travel problems in Timor-Leste
Caritas Australia, a MAF partner who seek to provide practical
care to vulnerable communities, was recently caught up in the
effects of COVID-19 in their work in Timor-Leste.

“During the COVID-19 pandemic, the Timor-Leste government
imposed a state of emergency which made it difficult for staff
from Caritas Australia to access transport to the enclave in
Oecusse where our program is implemented,” shares Helder
Teixerira, the Program Manager.
This was of grave concern to the Caritas team, who have worked
hard alongside locals in the region to create lasting change in
areas including agriculture, small business development,
disaster risk management, gender equality and health.

A crucial project
Perhaps most significantly, Caritas was involved in a project to
bring clean water to Oecusse – a project that was in danger of
falling apart when COVID-19 arrived, before MAF were given
the opportunity to lend a helping hand.

A newly installed fresh water system makes a powerful
impact in the sub-village of Maquelab, Timor-Leste.

Juana Taec, a 51-year-old woman who lives in the Oecusse area
with her brothers, niece and nephew, explains why the project
was so necessary: “We have only four wells of water sources, and
three of them are salty and only one well is good for drinking.”
The well that was suitable for drinking was also located two
kilometres away from Juana’s village of Maquelab. “Because
of the number of households needing access to clean water,
sometimes we have to go very early in the morning to avoid the
rush,” Juana explains. “Sometimes there is a lot of people at the
well already and arguments occur between people all wanting
to collect water for their household needs. Sometimes the water
supply is so low, and it runs out. We need to collect the water
twice a day and sometimes late at night.”

MAF lends a hand
With lives and livelihoods on the line, it’s no wonder that the
Caritas team were concerned that their access to this region
might be cut off by COVID-19… but thankfully, MAF could
help.
Even when the Timor-Leste government’s restrictions made
travel difficult, MAF was able to fly staff like Helder into Oecusse
to monitor the progress of the water project and other
development projects.
With the guidance and support of Helder and the Caritas team,
as well as the local NGO partner BANO, Juana and other locals
worked to fix the water systems in Maquelab. Clean, drinkable
water is now piped to three locations within the village.
“This water project has benefited a total of 111 households,” Juana
shares. “We now only have to walk 300 metres to collect our
water. The stable water supply has also helped our agricultural
group. We can now plant different vegetables and we do not
rely on the rains to water our crops.”

The new water system is used to grow a
nearby garden plot.

Our ongoing commitment
While the issues of the pandemic remain top of mind, the
important ongoing work of supporting development cannot be
neglected – and MAF is committed to ensuring that this
work continues no matter what.
Caritas continue to work alongside local partners and the people
of Timor-Leste to improve sanitation, nutrition and livelihoods
– and they are exceedingly grateful to MAF for ensuring
their access to remote communities even amidst COVID-19.
“My colleagues and I consider ourselves lucky for having access
to MAF flights during times of urgency,” says Helder. “Thank you
very much MAF.”
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Medical care
ESSENTIAL SERVICES

A waiting paramedic prepares to take the patient to a nearby hospital.
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Pilot Marijn de Zwart prepares for take off.

The patient is greeted by a paramedic.

For those living in isolated communities, a MAF flight is often the only way to receive lifesaving medical care- turning days of ground travel into mere minutes. Each year MAF partners
with local organisations to deliver medical resources and assistance, as well as performing
thousands of emergency medevacs for accidents, disease, disasters, deadly epidemics, and
complications of childbirth.
Story and photos by Divyan Ahimaz

Cut off from medical care

A call for help

2021 had barely taken off when the team in Arnhem Land received
an urgent medevac request. A patient at the Yolngu homeland
of Wandawuy had been suffering from acute abdominal pain
and was in need of critical care.

It was a busy day for the on-duty MAF pilots when the medevac
request came in. Due to the life-threatening condition of the
patient, the MAF reservations team worked quickly to make room
in the schedule to perform the medevac flight.

Having been in pain for almost a week, medical staff were now
suspecting an infection in the area that could quickly lead to
sepsis.

Assigned to the flight was MAF pilot Marijn de Zwart. With the
updated flight scheduled confirmed and plane prepared, Marijn
was now ready to make his way to the patient. By road the
journey would have taken eight hours. By air it took just one.

Faced with a suspected life-threatening illness, paramedics were
desperate to reach the patient - but recent rains meant the roads
to reach him were impassable.
During the wet season many roads across Arnhem Land
become flooded, making it difficult, and sometimes
impossible, to reach remote areas and communities by road.

The patient was brought back to Gove and was taken to the
district hospital by a waiting paramedic for immediate care and
testing.
“With the state of the track after the recent rains, driving out
would have taken us at least 3 times longer than usual,” said
Kane Barker, the paramedic on duty for this medevac.
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“ What does

love look like?
That is what love looks like.

“

It has the hands to help others.
It has the feet to hasten to the poor
and needy. It has eyes to see
misery and want. It has the ears to
hear the sighs and sorrows of men.

- AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO
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Loading supplies at the MAF
Kasese airfield.

Unloading essential supplies.

Disaster relief
ESSENTIAL SERVICES

Remote communities are often the hardest hit when disaster strikes. Cut off from resources and adequate
transportation routes, these communities are left even more vulnerable when critical circumstances
arise. When a disaster occurs, MAF responds quickly with air transportation, emergency communications,
logistics support, and experienced personnel. Getting the right people to the right place at the right time.
Story by Jill Vine • Edited by Elisabeth Carter • Photos by Ping Domtta and Sam Baguma

A double challenge: flash flooding in Uganda during
COVID-19

provide assistance if the flooding became severe – and soon
their predictions proved correct.

Amidst the challenges of COVID-19 lockdown last year,
Uganda faced another major trial: severe flooding that saw
Lake Victoria rise to levels that hadn’t been seen for 100 years.
In preparation for the forecasted floods, MAF Uganda hurried
to relocate their planes to an airstrip on higher ground. They
anticipated that they may need to quickly get in the air to

The floods arrive
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Kasese District was hit by disastrous flooding after the main
rivers of Lhubiriha, Mubuku, Nyamwamba, Nyamugasani and
Sebwe, which go through 11 sub-counties and three divisions,
burst their riverbanks at several weak points. The flash-

A damaged bridge in one of the many flood affected areas.

flooding that hit the villages at around midnight on 9 May
2020 took away a major bridge along with six other
bridges, large sections of a hospital and six health facilities.
Many schools were partially destroyed with 11 of them
submerged in water. In total, the floods displaced 123,800
people.

May. On Thursday 28 May, permissions were granted from the
airport authorities. And finally, on Friday morning 29 May MAF
received the formal go-ahead from the Office of the Prime
Minister to begin loading relief supplies for Kasese.

All these people desperately needed basic necessities
including food, blankets, water, sanitation facilities and
medicines – but with the bridges having been destroyed,
there was no way that the necessary items could be delivered
by road.

Pilot Greg Vine was ready in 20 minutes, answering the call
to head out to the airport to get ready for the first emergency
flight. The team spent the entire day loading planes with
supplies, and then the flying began.

The waiting game
MAF was ready to spring into action, having relocated the
planes to a dry and ready runway. But the flooding happened
at the height of COVID-19, and all flights in Uganda were
grounded.
That meant MAF had to embark on a lengthy approval
process, just to get approval to fly essential supplies out to
Kasese.
Though it was a challenge to gain the necessary permission,
MAF Uganda has worked hard over many years to form
good relationships with authorities. The government knows
they can trust MAF to carry essential aid, even with the extra
concern of COVID-19.
On 22 May, MAF Uganda received permission from the Office
of the Prime Minister to help fly donated relief to the people
of Kasese. The next step was to gain permission from the
Ministry of Health (an essential step during the pandemic),
which was granted the following week on Wednesday 27

Time to go

On Saturday 30 May alone, five flights took 3,145 kilograms of
water and hygiene supplies to Kasese. The next week was a
flurry of activity. Over 30,000 kilograms of relief supplies were
carried to Kasese, taken by 6 MAF pilots who flew an
incredible 60 single legs in and out. Finally, the people of
Kasese who had watched their homes being washed away
nearly two weeks earlier were able to get the help they
needed.

Standing with Uganda
Jill Vine, working with MAF in Uganda, said, “We are so
relieved that we have been able to shoulder this burden with
Uganda, although the time of waiting hasn’t been easy. We
have more obstacles standing in our way than ever before,
this is such an important hour for MAF to be standing with the
people of Uganda. Your prayers for this nation are invaluable.”
MAF’s work in Uganda is ongoing, to help support the families
affected by the flooding and by a number of other challenges
that plague this nation. Thank you for keeping Uganda in
your prayers!
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Sam Tsapwe, Pastor Clement and the Jesus Film Ministry team prepare to board a MAF flight.
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The Good News
of Jesus
ESSENTIAL SERVICES

For over 75 years, MAF has had the privilege of partnering with local churches, missionaries and
Bible translators to deliver the good news of Jesus to some of the most remote communities in
the world.
Story by Jill Vine • Photos by Dave Forney and Mark & Kelly Hewes

MAF partners with passionate people like Sam Tsapwe
and the Jesus Film Ministries to reach remote areas with
the love of God.
MAF Uganda has had a long relationship with Sam Tsapwe
and the Jesus Film Ministries. In everything Sam does, he
personifies Jesus and has a passion to reach the lost with the
Gospel. There’s nowhere he isn’t prepared to go, and MAF is
able to help him and his team travel to these hard to reach
places comfortably and quickly. Godfrey, Benjamin and Pastor
Clement, all from different church partnerships, flew with Sam
on a recent trip to Mbarara.
Jesus Film Ministries provides outreaches to remote villages
on the Ssese Islands and also in South Sudan. On this trip,
they flew to Western Uganda where Sam and his team headed
up into the mountains, to a small village in the Rukiagiri
district. Sam has been regularly visiting Rukiagiri over the last
18 years. When he started, there were only 20 people in one
local church. Since then, that church has continued to expand
and has planted 25 other churches with upwards of 1,500
members! Pastor Clement, who started the work in Rukiagiri
continues to send evangelist groups to reach people there. He
has recently been unwell, receiving several surgeries which
would have made it impossible for him to make this journey if
he wasn’t able to fly with MAF.

Sam explained, “When we come, large crowds turn up
because they are so hungry for the Gospel. We show films
like the Jesus Film, Passion of the Cross, and The Cross and
the Switchblade in their local language. When we show the
film outdoors, we find many new converts who then join the
local church. On this trip, due to lockdown, we had to have
the outreach in three different places to control the numbers.”
Sam went on to share how COVID-19 has impacted the
villagers he is in connection with. “It’s been very difficult. It’s
affecting everyone’s livelihoods and even their faith. Some are
questioning, ‘Why has God allowed this to come?’ Our aim
for this trip was to strengthen church members’ faith and our
team was formidable in encouraging these families, sharing
that life isn’t always easy. A plane flies against the wind, but
it still needs to fly through to reach its destination. Jesus not
only conquered small difficulties, but even death itself.” MAF
pilot Dave Forney told Sam, “It’s so encouraging for me to
hear all of this, because flying people like you are the reason
we want to work for MAF.”
As COVID lockdowns ease, Sam hopes his team can arrange
their yearly Christmas party in the Ssese Islands, bringing joy
to the remote communities there.
He was quick to give his reasons for wanting to fly with MAF.
“Because MAF is available to us, we are able to go where our
hearts want to be, evangelising people that are hard to reach.”
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MAF’s

Virtual Gala Event
Hosted by Colin Buchanan
•
Join us in honouring the past 75 years and celebrating
the future of MAF Australia.
Gather together online with your friends and family
for an online evening of fun, music and memories.

25
•

March 2021
TO REG IST ER, V I S I T M A F. O RG.A U/ 7 5
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Serve with us
May the joy of the Lord be your strength for 2021! Let
us quieten our spirits and tune in more than ever to the
sound of God’s voice.
‘This day is holy to our LORD. Do not grieve, for the joy
of the Lord is your strength.’ Nehemiah 8:10b
It has been very encouraging to see how our staff
have engaged in the communities in which they serve,
despite the challenges presented due to COVID-19.
There have been more opportunities to engage in the
communities!

2021 is a brand new year. It brings with it new
opportunities. To address the shortage of engineers,
MAF has generated initiatives for Engineer Apprentices.
We encourage those interested to contact us.

Kuren Galant
Recruitment Manager,
MAF Australia
For more information and to apply, go to:
www.maf.org.au/current_vacancies

POSITIONS
Management

Pilot

Country Director
Liberia

Missions Pilot/Manager
Tanzania

Deputy Operations Manager
Arnhem Land

Experienced Mission Pilot
Liberia
Australia
PNG

Development Director
Myanmar

Mission Pilot/Operations Director
Myanmar

Engineering

Other

Licenced Aircraft Maintenance Engineer
Uganda

Facilities Manager
Arnhem Land

Chief Engineer & Chief Maintenance
Myanmar
Aircraft Engineer-Training Specialist
Bangladesh
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Transform lives
WITH A GIFT IN YOUR WILL

If and when the time is right for you to include a gift to a charity in
your Will, please remember MAF. After you have provided for your
family, a gift to MAF in your Will, whatever size, will make a real
difference to the remote and isolated people.

For further information and resources, please contact
Edgar Voigts (Relationship Manager) on 1800 650 169
or e-mail: edgar.voigts@maf.org.au
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